Sir, You Don’t Know Your Wife Chapter 1107
“Mason and Janet are simply too cool!”
“Goodness—I bet what just happened tonight will be trending on Twitter tomorrow!”

On another hand, Mason hugged Janet in his arms tightly.
When she raised her head, she saw the cold expression in his eyes.
She did not try to struggle free and instead, she asked calmly, “Are you angry?”

“I should have killed her directly. The government won’t be able to do anything to me!”
After all, Emily was just an unimportant woman. The government would not care whether she was dead
or alive.

Even if there were ten Emilys, Mason had different ways to kill her.
He did not reply to Janet, but she knew that he was truly furious this time around after hearing his reply.
Janet’s eyelids fluttered as she spoke softly. “I know. I’m not afraid of trouble, but I don’t want to let her
off the hook so easily either.”
For someone like Emily who has so much pride, dying is a form of escape.

I will not let her get what she wants!

“You deal with the details on what we should do to her.” Even though the man’s voice had become
much gentler, he was still quite cold.

Janet slowly raised her head, revealing traces of a ruthless and cruel smile in her eyes. “I’m thinking
about it.”

No one expected Emily to barge into the engagement party that had got the attention from the entire
world.

She destroyed the peace and harmony of the party, but she definitely brought some laughter and joy,
especially when she was being brought out by the security guards, looking utterly flustered.

Once again, the online community exploded.

‘Good job! Emily should get her *ss out of here! What a scum!’

‘It’s so refreshing to see her getting escorted away!’

‘Goodness! I can’t believe that Janet even revealed something else at the very end!’

‘I know, right? I didn’t expect Mason to also be the boss of Night Rain!’

‘He’s so cool! Even if Mason decides to attack Emily in front of everyone, I bet he won’t have any trouble
with it too!’

‘Of course not. After all, he’s involved in the government as the leader of Black Rain!’

‘Exactly. Apart from that, the entire Sandfort City depends on the Lowry Family.’

‘Since that’s the case, he should have killed her just now.’

‘Pfft! Today is Mason and Janet’s engagement party. It’s a bummer if someone dies today!’

‘That’s right!’

On that night, Mason and Janet’s engagement party was the hottest topic.

Meanwhile in the guest lounge, Megan still felt the aftershocks even though she already tried to calm
down for almost half an hour.

She finally realized that the daughter she had been looking down on—perhaps even hated—was the
leader of a prominent group, the MX.

Apart from that, Janet was not someone’s mistress either. Instead, she was the woman whom Mason
was officially marrying.

Even though Emily had been instigating them, Megan was glad that both Brian and her believed Janet in
the end.

This was probably the only thing they had done right in their entire lives.

Fortunately, Janet had not let them down.

Apart from the shock, Megan felt touched and even anger.

She was shocked by Janet’s different identities, and touched by her act of inviting both Brian and herself
to the engagement party, even though the both of them had treated her poorly in the past.

As for Megan’s anger, those were directly entirely at Emily.

She could not believe that at the last moment, Emily wanted to charge onto the stage and kill Janet.

In that instant, Megan felt pain shoot through her heart.

She was so anxious that she almost wanted to block the attack for Janet.

Fortunately, Mason reacted first and kicked Emily to the ground.

Presently, Megan had mixed feelings that she could not express.

Seeing the worried look on her face, Brian frowned and asked tentatively, “What are you thinking,
dear?”

Megan clutched her chest and told him about her feelings at the final moment.

After hearing that, Brian asked, “Dear, are you going to plead on Emily’s behalf?”

Let alone Janet, even Brian himself would not forgive Emily.

After all, she had disappointed them greatly.

She’s too evil!

